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Molecular Motions of Adsorbed CO2 on a Tetrazole-Functionalized
PIM Polymer Studied with 13C NMR

Jeremy K. Moore,† Michael D. Guiver,§ Naiying Du,§ Sophia E. Hayes,† and Mark S. Conradi*,†,‡

†Department of Chemistry, Washington University, One Brookings Drive, Saint Louis, Missouri 63130, United States
‡Department of Physics, Washington University, One Brookings Drive, Saint Louis, Missouri 63130, United States
§National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, Ontario K1A OR6, Canada

ABSTRACT: The CO2 adsorption in a polymer of intrinsic microporosity (PIM) functionalized
by tetrazole (TZPIM) has been studied with in situ 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy at variable temperature and loading conditions. The CO2 molecules are seen to
interact with tetrazole sites through physisorption. The adsorbed system was studied from 8 to
385 K at two loadings of CO2. The

13C NMR resonance lineshapes and relaxation times have
been analyzed to give insights into the adsorption process. The CO2 molecules undergo site to
site hopping with accompanying CO2 reorientations while adsorbed on TZPIM, resulting in line
narrowing starting near 100 K. Correspondingly, the spin echo T2 passes through a minimum at
100 K. The analysis indicates that two kinds of adsorption sites are available.

■ INTRODUCTION

Membrane-based technologies have many important applica-
tions in industrial processes such as microfiltration, ultra-
filtration, reverse osmosis, electrodialysis, and gas separations as
well as medicinal applications.1 A very important potential
application is postcombustion CO2 capture from power plants
and other large point sources of CO2 emission.2,3 The
emissions from these point sources typically consist of
approximately 15% CO2 and 80% N2. Current technologies
for CO2 separation from a mixed gas stream have many
drawbacks, which include a large energy penalty for
regeneration of the sorbent, low loading capacity, and physical
degradation.4 Therefore, improvements in CO2 capture
materials can make this technology viable for carbon capture,
utilization, and storage applications being envisioned for
reducing atmospheric CO2 worldwide.

3

Membrane-based capture is a potentially energy efficient
technology for CO2 separation.

5−10 Membrane materials must
be engineered to allow selective gas permeation, such that the
membranes serve as molecular-level filters, allowing the
preferential passage of CO2. Polymers of intrinsic micro-
porosity (PIMs)11,12 are promising membrane materials for
CO2 capture because they exhibit ultrahigh CO2 permeability,
suitable for the enormous volumes of CO2 emitted from flue
gas stacks. Tetrazole functionalized PIMs (TZPIM)5 and their
methyl derivatives13 have demonstrated both high CO2

permeability and good CO2/N2 selectivity for mixed gas
separation.
Utilizing variable temperature in situ nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy at multiple loadings of
13CO2, the adsorption of CO2 capture materials can be studied
by examining the 13C resonances from the CO2 gas and
adsorbed species within the material. The distinctive character-
istics of the adsorption interactions can be determined with
NMR. This study examines the molecular level dynamics of

CO2 adsorbed on TZPIM; it adds to the previous macroscopic
studies on permeability, selectivity, and adsorption isotherms to
better understand the adsorption properties of this material.5

Combined, the macroscopic and NMR results provide an
insight into the mode of CO2 sorption, which will assist in the
optimization of the sorbents and therefore aid the search for
CO2 separation technologies for environmental sustainability.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The material studied here is a tetrazole functionalized polymer
of intrinsic microporosity (TZPIM), synthesized by [2 + 3]
cycloaddition postpolymerization reaction as described pre-
viously.5 The polymer forms micropores that allow for high gas
permeability due to the combination of a rigid backbone and
sites of contortion in the polymer that frustrate efficient chain
packing. The polymer contains two tetrazole groups per repeat
unit, and it is these groups that interact favorably with CO2.
Although the tetrazole groups are located uniformly in every
repeat unit of the polymer chain, they are randomly oriented in
the polymer, as opposed to metal−organic frameworks
(MOFs), which have one-dimensional channels.14−16

Each NMR experiment was started by packing approximately
100 mg of TZPIM powder into a glass tube followed by a bake
out procedure. The bake out was at 80 °C under vacuum for 24
h to degas the sample of any adsorbed gases. A known quantity
of 13C-enriched CO2 was introduced to each sample through a
gas manifold. The tubes were cooled to 77 K so that the CO2

was fully condensed, and 0.9 atm of He gas was introduced for
thermal contact at low temperatures, then the tube was flame-
sealed.
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Variable temperature 13C NMR studies below 200 K were
performed in a Kadel helium research dewar coupled to a
home-built NMR probe at a 13C resonance frequency of 50.819
MHz in a 4.7 T magnet. Studies acquired above 200 K were
performed on a laboratory-built NMR probe coupled to a
stream of evaporated liquid nitrogen or heated air. Data were
acquired with typical π/2 pulse lengths of 6 μs and 6 s recycle
delays, averaging 64 transients. Samples were made at two CO2

loadings, 0.12 and 0.33 mmol, and the samples contained 110
mg (sample 1) and 102 mg (sample 2) of TZPIM, respectively.
These amounts give loadings (x) of 0.30 and 0.88 CO2

molecules per tetrazole unit. These loadings were confirmed
from the isotherm for CO2 adsorption on TZPIM reported
previously.5

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 depicts a comparison of spectra collected both with
and without the presence of TZPIM to confirm the type of

interaction between CO2 and the polymer. Both measurements
were conducted with a 1 atm pressure of 13CO2 gas at room
temperature. The spectrum without the polymer is asymmetric
due to the nonuniformity of the static magnetic field. For the
equivalent overpressure of 13CO2, the sample with the polymer
shows no chemical shift change, an increase in line width, an
increase by a factor of 9.3 in the 13C signal integrated intensity,
and an increase in T1, the spin−lattice relaxation time, from
43.5 to 419 ms. These observations are expected for
physisorption of CO2 by the TZPIM. The CO2 molecules
have the same electronic cloud when constrained by the weak
van der Waals interactions that drive physisorption, so the
chemical shift is nearly unchanged. The increase in line width
occurs because of magnetic field distortion by the small
magnetic susceptibility of TZPIM. The increase in signal
intensity shows that more CO2 is present in the physisorbed
sample, as compared to the gas-only sample, for the same 1 atm
of gaseous CO2 present. Clearly, most of the CO2 is adsorbed
under the conditions of Figure 1. The increase in T1 reflects the
much faster intrinsic relaxation in the gas phase.
To further investigate the adsorption of CO2 on TZPIM,

variable temperature 13C NMR studies were performed on the
CO2-loaded polymer between 8 and 385 K. CO2 was added
such that, over the temperature range, approximately a constant
amount of CO2 was adsorbed on the polymer. That is, the
sealed sample container has minimal gas-phase volume, so that
nearly all the loaded CO2 is adsorbed and a nearly constant
sample loading is achieved.

Sample 1 was loaded with an amount of 13CO2 gas
corresponding to 0.30 CO2 molecules per tetrazole unit. This
loading was chosen because it is in the regime where every CO2

molecule can access a tetrazole group on the polymer. By
comparison, sample 2 was loaded with 0.88 CO2 molecules per
tetrazole unit. Here, each CO2 molecule may not find a
tetrazole group because the pore space is crowded. Some
tetrazole units will be sterically hindered and inaccessible to
CO2 molecules. The CO2 molecules in sample 1 can each find
an accessible tetrazole adsorption site. In sample 2, each
accessible tetrazole group will have a CO2 molecule associated
with it, while the extra CO2 molecules will bind to less favorable
adsorption sites.
In Figure 2, the 13C NMR resonances depicted are for the

temperatures given in the legends. These spectra were taken
from echoes with a short pulse spacing of 50 μs. The 13C NMR
line shapes are seen to narrow over the range of temperatures
studied, from 8 to 385 K. The low loading sample has a lower
signal-to-noise ratio simply because there are fewer 13C nuclei
present in the sample.
Three line broadening interactions are present in these

samples with CO2 sorbed onto the polymer surface: chemical
shift anisotropy (CSA),17 characteristic of the linear CO2;
13C1H dipolar coupling between the sorbed 13CO2 and
hydrogen in the TZPIM polymer walls; and 13C13C
homonuclear dipolar coupling between 13CO2 molecules. The
CSA appears to be the dominant line broadening (see 40 K
spectra), as expected.
At and below 80 K, in both the low and high loading

samples, an axially symmetric powder pattern appears that
exhibits the characteristic CSA of solid CO2,

18,19 indicating
sorbed CO2 molecules with nearly fixed orientations on the
NMR time scale (10−4 seconds). Each tetrazole unit on the
polymer has a fixed orientation with respect to the external
magnetic field. Because of the random nature of the polymer,
the overall orientation distribution of the tetrazole groups is
isotropic. This leads to an isotropic distribution of static CO2

molecular orientations, giving rise to the CSA powder pattern
line shape. The 40 K spectra are best described by Δσ = 290
ppm, close to the values found in solid CO2 (325 ppm)18 and
in another adsorbed system (315.3 ppm).15,16 As the
temperature increases in this regime (up to 80 K), the line
shape narrows slightly due to the partial orientational averaging
of the CSA, as will be discussed later.
At higher temperatures, reorientations of the CO2 molecules

result from site-to-site translational hopping because each
adsorption site has a different orientation. Therefore, a
molecular reorientation will occur simultaneously with each
translational hop. Since the adsorption sites are at different
orientations to the external magnetic field, the result is
motional averaging of the CSA interaction, with line narrowing
evident starting at 80 K (high loading) or 100 K (low loading)
in Figure 2. We note that similar combined translation-
reorientation events are found in solid CO2,

18
α-CO,20 N2O,

21

and benzene22 and also in CO2 adsorbed onto a MOF.15,16

The translational hopping between the randomly oriented
binding sites and resulting reorientations of the CO2 molecules
at higher temperatures lead to a single, symmetric 13C
resonance at a chemical shift of 125 ppm (that is, the CSA is
time-averaged to zero). This line can be fit to a Lorentzian line
shape, which narrows as the temperature is increased from 125
K. This signifies that the CO2 molecules are more mobile (so
hopping and reorienting more rapidly) at higher temperatures

Figure 1. 13C NMR resonances of CO2 adsorbed on TZPIM as
compared to CO2 gas. Both are at a pressure of 1 atm and at 295 K.
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as the van der Waals interactions between the sorbed gas and
the TZPIM structure become less important relative to the
thermal energy, kBT. In the bulk solids CO2, α-CO, and N2O,
the crystal symmetries are high enough (cubic) that the CSA is
similarly time-averaged to zero by the combined translational
and rotational motions. However, in the CO2 adsorbed on Mg-
MOF-74, the CO2 molecules are confined to long hexagonal
channels. There, even if the CO2 molecules access, in the NMR
time scale, all the binding sites on the channel, the CSA is
averaged in general to a nonzero value. Thus, the 13CO2 spectra
in the MOF become axially symmetric powder patterns of
reduced width in the fast averaging regime.15,16

According to Figure 2, in the low loading sample, the
narrowing occurs in a single temperature step starting near 100
K. In the high loading sample, sample 2, the narrowing begins

near 80 K. There, a subset of CO2 molecules begins to hop at a
lower temperature, which contributes to sample 2 narrowing at
the lower temperature. The subset that hops more slowly is
evident by the powder pattern that persists together with the
narrowed feature. These two subsets are presumed to be on
different adsorption sites, with the subset that keeps the powder
pattern CSA line shape being more tightly bound. Since the low
loading sample appears to narrow approximately at one
temperature, the CO2 molecules all have similar adsorption
sites in this case.
Librational motions (“orientational rocking” in the bottom of

the adsorption potential well) give rise to the small narrowing23

that occurs up to 80 K. As mentioned above, as the temperature
is increased, the molecules oscillate torsionally leading to a
narrow distribution of θ values. θ is the angle between the CO2

axis and the symmetry axis of the adsorption binding site. This
distribution slightly decreases the time-average CSA and
slightly narrows the resulting powder pattern. The oscillation
can be thought of as the linear CO2 molecule rocking about the
binding axis with one oxygen molecule bound to the tetrazole
unit. The width, Δσeff, of the powder pattern is determined by
the following equation24 when the CSA dominates the
broadening:

σ σ θΔ = Δ −⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

3

2
cos

1

2
eff

2

The term Δσ is the width of the full CSA broadening for
orientationally static CO2. At the lowest temperatures, the CO2

molecules sit at approximately θ = 0. It should be noted that a
head-to-tail flip of the CO2 (flipping which oxygen is next to
the tetrazole) will have no effect on the CSA because a head to
tail flip adds π to the angle θ, leaving the cosine-squared term
unaffected. The distribution of θ values grows larger as the

temperature is increased, decreasing θcos
2 and decreasing

slightly the width Δσeff.
The 13C line width in Hz, found by the full width at half max

of the NMR resonances, is plotted versus temperature in Figure
3. The line width is inversely proportional to the time constant
T2*, which is the time for the NMR FID signal to decay. At low
temperatures, when the CSA powder pattern line shape is
apparent, the line width is nearly constant. Here, the small
amount of narrowing is due to the torsional libration motions.

Figure 2. 13C NMR resonances of CO2 adsorbed on TZPIM. The
spectra on the left are from the low loading sample, and the spectra on
the right are from the high loading sample. The top spectra have an
expanded x-axis to show the narrow resonances at higher temper-
atures; 100 ppm = 5.08 kHz.

Figure 3. 13C NMR line widths of CO2 adsorbed on TZPIM.
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Above 100 K, the CO2 molecules reorient faster due to the
onset of translational hopping, so the 13C line width decreases
rapidly. When the CO2 adsorbs in two types of sites, giving rise
to two signals, both linewidths are plotted. The high loading
sample has a smaller line width between 80 and 175 K due to
the CO2 molecules that are more weakly adsorbed. It is also
seen that the onset of narrowing the line shape appears at a
lower temperature for the high loading sample than the low
loading sample.
The 13C transverse relaxation time T2 is determined from

spin echoes and is plotted versus temperature in Figure 4. The

relaxation time helps to differentiate the mechanisms of line
narrowing.18,25 At low temperatures, in the absence of
reorientations, T2 is determined by a combination of the
13C13C dipolar coupling between 13CO2 molecules and
13C1H dipolar coupling between a 13CO2 molecule and
hydrogen from the TZPIM polymer chain. We note that the
13C13C coupling is not time reversed by the 13C π radio
frequency pulse and the 13C1H interaction is not refocused
because of 1H1H flip-flops driven by the 1H1H dipolar
couplings. Thus, both of these interactions contribute to echo
attenuation. Both of these interactions are temperature
independent at low temperatures where all hopping motion is
frozen out, as evidenced by the T2 plateau from 8 to 40 K. The
data indicate that the 13C1H coupling dominates because
both the high and low loading samples share the same plateau
value of T2.
The decrease of T2, from 40 to 100 K, is due to the onset of

reorientational motion.18,20 In this strong collision regime20,26

of the relaxation time T2, one hop of a given molecule causes
the 13C frequency to change sufficiently that this spin is well-
dephased at the time of the spin echo. Therefore, in this regime
the T2 is approximately the mean time between hopping events.
Every hop results in a reorientation, but the hops do not
happen frequently enough for the 13CO2 resonance to be
motionally narrowed. The T2 minimum occurs near the onset
of line narrowing,18 where the reorientations occur approx-
imately once per the time-duration of the rigid-lattice FID
(∼100 μs). The minimum in the high loading sample is not as
deep because there are two sites that narrow at different
temperatures, as seen in the line shape. Above the T2 minimum,

T2 and T2* (as seen in the line width data) increase together
due to the rapid hopping and reorienting of CO2 molecules.
Above 150 K, T2 has become longer than its low-temperature

plateau value. That plateau value is determined by the dipolar
interactions between 13CO2 molecules and the 13C interaction
with the polymer protons. Thus, above 150 K both interactions
are being averaged; this confirms that translational diffusion
(site-to-site hopping) is rapid in this temperature range. The T2

is not well understood at the highest temperatures, above 250
K; a fraction of CO2 may be exchanging between the adsorbed
and gas phase, which could lead to the observed T2 behavior.
At very low temperatures, such as at 8 K, the CSA powder

pattern line shapes show an additional broadening of the
spectral features, as seen in Figure 2. The effect is particularly
evident for the lower loading sample. We note that the spin−
echo T2 in Figure 4 shows no change at the lowest
temperatures, demonstrating that the additional line broad-
ening is refocused by the 13C π radio frequency pulse, so it is an
inhomogeneous broadening. All molecular motion is already
frozen out at and below 80 K, so molecular motions are not
involved in this additional broadening. We propose that the
broadening is due to electronic magnetic moments and their
contribution to the material’s magnetic susceptibility. For free
spins, this contribution will decrease as 1/T at high
temperature, following Curie’s Law. We note that the electron
spin energy splitting at 4.7 T is about 132 GHz, or 6.6 K in
temperature units. So the electronic spin polarization should be
large (nearly 40%) at 8 K. Thus, electronic spins would cause a
line broadening at low temperature and less broadening at
higher temperatures. We note similar broadening in earlier
work on CO2 adsorbed on a MOF.15,16

The NMR spin−lattice relaxation time, T1, is plotted versus
temperature in Figure 5.27 Samples 1 and 2 are offset in T1 yet

follow the same trends. The T1 decreases from 40 to 125 K,
which corresponds to the onset of site-to-site hopping of the
CO2 molecules. Here, localized relaxation by isolated para-
magnetic impurities may be spatially distributed by the
increasingly rapid CO2 diffusion.
The T1 decreases for sample 1 above 250 K and for sample 2

above 175 K. These decreases are due to exchange of CO2

between the gas and adsorbed phases. A complete model for
this exchanging system is complicated and requires knowledge

Figure 4. 13C NMR T2 relaxation time constant for CO2 adsorbed on
TZPIM.

Figure 5. 13C NMR T1 relaxation time constant for CO2 adsorbed on
TZPIM.
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of the intrinsic gas-phase28 and adsorbed-phase relaxation rates
as well as the rate of exchange of CO2 between the two phases.
However, the following facts are relevant. First, the T1 of

13CO2

gas at 1 atm and 300 K is about 0.06 s, a much faster relaxation
rate than for the adsorbed molecules (see Figure 5). Thus, a
small amount of CO2 in the gas phase could account for the
increasingly rapid relaxation observed above 250 K. Second, the
exchange rate between adsorbed and gas phases will naturally
increase as the equilibrium CO2 gas pressure increases. Thus,
the exchange model broadly describes the high-temperature T1

data of Figure 5.
The low loading sample starts its T1 decrease at a higher

temperature (250 K) because all the CO2 molecules are bound
to the best adsorption sites, on top of the tetrazoles. The subset
of molecules in the high loading sample that are adsorbed on
the less favorable sites result in a higher gas pressure at a given
temperature, so the decrease in T1 due to gas-adsorbed
exchange occurs at a lower temperature.

■ CONCLUSIONS

The dynamics of CO2 molecules adsorbed on TZPIM have
been studied with in situ variable temperature 13C NMR at two
loadings of 13CO2. It is seen that the adsorbed molecules are
able to hop from site to site while adsorbed on the polymer.
The hopping motion begins with infrequent jumps around 50
K, first evident as a decreasing spin−echo T2. Once the
temperature is raised above 100 K, the CO2 molecules are able
to rapidly hop from site to site. The reorientations that
accompany the site-to-site translations time-average the primary
source of line width, the CSA, and narrow the resonance. When
the loading of CO2 approaches 1 CO2 per tetrazole unit, a
second adsorption site becomes apparent. CO2 on these second
sites is less tightly bound, as demonstrated by the onset of line
narrowing at a somewhat lower temperature. Understanding
the dynamics of materials with applications in carbon capture
will aid in the development of technologies that will allow for
CO2 storage and utilization.
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